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Abstract 

Abstract 
The importance of branding has increased in recent decades due to the ever-growing flow of 
information and advertising, both offline and online.  An important part of branding is the 
brand personality which is a way to differentiate the company (and its brands) from its 
competitors, as well as strengthen the customers’ brand loyalty.  Human personality 
characteristics can be transferred to a brand, which then creates a brand personality. The 
brand personality is important for all kinds of companies and thus the purpose of this thesis is 
to provide a better understanding of how consumers perceive the offline and online brand 
personality of Sony Ericsson. The research questions focus on comparing both the offline and 
online brand personalities to see if there are any similarities and/or differences between them. 
 
A review of the literature regarding offline and online brand personality was conducted, 
resulting in a conceptual framework.  Using this framework as a guide, a qualitative, case 
study methodology was utilized, using interviews from consumers to obtain data. 
 
The findings of the study show that the offline and online brand personalities of Sony 
Ericsson differ from each other.  There seems to be a better fit between offline brand 
personality attributes and the brand offline (i.e. the phone), and the online personality 
attributes seemed to fit better with the online brand (i.e. the website).  Overall, the offline 
brand personality is clearer and more positive than the online brand personality. 
 

  



 
Sammanfattning 

Sammanfattning 
Vikten av varumärkes bildning har ökat under de senaste årtiondena på grund av det ökade 
flödet av information och reklam både offline och online. En viktig del av ett varumärkes 
bildning är varumärkes personligheten som kan vara ett sätt att differentiera sig från 
konkurrenter och det ökar även kundernas lojalitet till varumärket. Mänskliga karaktärsdrag 
kan överföras på ett varumärke, vilket då skapar en varumärkes identitet. Varumärkes 
personligheten är viktig för alla typer av företag och därför är syftet med den här uppsatsen att 
undersöka hur konsumenter uppfattar Sony Ericssons offline och online varumärkes 
personlighet. Den här uppsatsen undersöker både offline och online varumärkes 
personligheten för att se om det finns några likheter eller skillnader mellan de. 
 
Studier av tidigare litteratur gjordes, och det resulterade i en referens ram. Baserat på referens 
ramen har vi utfört en kvalitativ fallstudie med ett fall där vi har intervjuat sex personer för att 
samla informationen som behövs. 
 
Studien visar att Sony Ericssons offline och online varumärkes personaligheter skiljer sig från 
varandra. Offline varumärkes personligheten verkar passa bättre med varumärket offline 
(telefonen), och online varumärkes personligheten verkar passa bättre med varumärket online 
(websidan). Offline varumärkes personaligheten är klarare och mer positiv än online 
varumärkes personligheten. 
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Introduction 

1. Introduction 
The first chapter is an introduction to the area of brand personality. Firstly, the background 
will be presented followed by a problem discussion. This will lead to the overall purpose and 
research questions. 
 

1.1 Background 
Branding is a basic element of marketing and Kotler, Wong, Saunders and Armstrong (2005, 
p. 549) define a brand as “a name, term, sign, symbol or design, or a combination of these, 
intended to identify the goods or services of one seller or group of sellers and to differentiate 
them from those of competitors”. 
 
From a consumer’s viewpoint, a brand can add value to a product, and is therefore an 
important part of the product. (Kotler et al., 2005) Kotler et al. (2005) state that from a 
corporate perspective, a brand is a more enduring asset than specific products and facilities.   
 
According to Delgado-Ballester & Munuera-Aleman (2005) creating a strong brand is often a 
goal for many organizations since it provides several advantages. They state that it helps 
organizations to be less vulnerable to competitive marketing actions, gain larger margins, as 
well as create brand extension opportunities. In consumer marketing, brands can provide 
differentiation among competitors and because of this brands have become more important in 
corporate marketing strategies. (Opoku, 2006) 
 
The branding cycle is a circle like model which describes a continuous five step process built 
up of research, brand proposition, marketing mix, communication triggers and the consumer 
(see figure 1). (Hankinson & Cowking, 1993)  

 
Figure 1: The branding cycle 
Source: Adapted from Hankinson & Cowking, 1993, p. 5 
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Hankinson and Cowking (1993) continue by stating that the first step, research, provides a 
base of information on which to make decisions for step two, the brand proposition. 
Hankinson and Cowking (1993) state that the brand proposition consists of positioning and 
personality, which are factors that should be closely linked. Potential competitors will be 
discovered when positioning while the personality of the brand helps to differentiate the 
brand. (ibid)   
 
A consumer who is about to choose between two different brands is more probable to choose 
the brand he or she recognizes. If he or she knows both brands, the consumer will choose the 
one with the most perceived positive attributes (Keller, 1993). These different beliefs about 
the brand’s attributes are its brand image (Kotler et al., 2005) and customers do not interpret 
brands alike; people have filters such as experience and perceptions (Plummer, 2000).  A 
brand can be described with three different groups of characteristics. The first group is 
physical attributes, the second is its functional characteristics and the third is 
characterizational. Plummer (2000) describes the characterizational aspects as the brand 
personality.   
 
The brand personality is a part of the brand image, (Plummer, 2000) and Aaker (1997) defines 
brand personality as “the set of human characteristics associated with a brand” (p. 347). Aaker 
(2002) continues by explaining that the personality of a brand is similar to the one of a 
human, e.g. it possesses characteristics such as age and gender, and human personality traits 
such as warmth and concern. He also states that brand personality is both consistent, long-
term and that everything associated with a brand affects the personality of it. There are both 
product-related characteristics and non-product-related characteristics. Examples of product-
related characteristics are product category, price and attributes. Examples of non-product-
related characteristics are symbols, country of origin, celebrity endorser and sponsorships 
(Aaker, 2002).  He also states that a brand personality must be similar to what the target 
market desires, and that it has to feel important enough to be associated with this personality. 
(ibid)  
 
Branding online is a relatively new issue in terms of marketing because of the age of the 
medium. Some have argued that the relevance of brands would decrease due to the impact of 
information flows on the Internet. This argument was motivated by the power that customers 
have received since they now have access to all information, and the assumption that 
customers would choose the offering with the lowest price. (Bergström, 2000) However, 
according to Rowley (2004) brands become increasingly important when the customers can 
not interact physically with the product, and see its’ benefits. She also states that with the 
overwhelming flows of information online, brands can save the customers’ time by reducing 
the time for searching the web for product features. (ibid) 
 

1.2 Problem Discussion 
In the traditional area of offline branding, researchers seem to agree on the main points of 
how it should be done. The question is how this applies in cyberspace. These online areas are 
researched, but no clear pictures of the properties of branding were found. One reason for this 
could be that the area is too young for any rules to be developed and confirmed. (Park et al., 
2005; Aaker, 1997) While Aaker (1997) states that there is some uncertainty around what 
brand personality is, and how it should be defined, Sweeney and Brandon (2006) state that the 
brand personality concept has gained more recognition during the past decade. 
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The concept of branding is not very different on the Internet; personality is expressed through 
emotional attributes online, just as it is offline. (Bergström, 2000) Kim et al. (2001) state that 
if consumers see a brand personality as attractive, they will identify with the brand. If this 
occurs, he or she will be less willing to click away from the brand’s website. A website 
communicating the brand’s personality uses an effective tool to differentiate itself from the 
competition. (ibid) According to Dayal, Landesberg and Zeisser (2000) the consumers’ 
experiences online; good, bad or indifferent affect the consumers’ opinion on the product. 
They put it in other words by saying: “…on the Web, the experience is the brand”. (Dayal et 
al., 2000, p.44) 
 
Aaker (2002) defines brand positioning as: “the part of the brand identity and value 
proposition that is to be actively communicated to the target audience and that demonstrates 
an advantage over competing brands.” (p.176) The managers need to understand the brands 
personality to be able to position it accordingly, thus be effective when managing the brand. 
(Sweeney and Brandon, 2006) Opoku (2006) continues by stating that brand positioning sets 
the path for marketing activities, in other words, the do’s and don’ts of the company’s 
marketing.  
 
Aaker (1997) defines five dimensions of brand personality: sincerity, excitement, competence, 
sophistication and ruggedness. Brand personalities are related to the self-expressive function 
that the product fills for the consumer. (Keller, 1993) By seeing brand personality as 
multidimensional instead of one-dimensional, different types of personalities can be separated 
from each other, and the ways that different brand personalities appeal to diverse consumer 
preferences can be better understood. (ibid) The different dimensions affect people in separate 
ways, e.g. sincerity, excitement and competence affects the instinctive part of the consumers’ 
personality, but sophistication and ruggedness might try to fulfill a wish of what the consumer 
would like to be, but is not. (Aaker, 1997) 
 
There is a lack of consensus on the question about possible differences when it comes to 
online and offline branding. (Park et al., 2005; Aaker, 1997) Some researchers state that on 
the Internet, the brand and its personality is a way to differentiate among companies, (Kim et 
al., 2001) and the experience of the website is the brand, while offline, brand personality is 
more about the products attributes. (Dayal et al., 2000) 
 

1.3 Overall Purpose and Research Questions 
Based on the problem discussion, the overall purpose of this thesis is to gain a better 
understanding of how consumers perceive online versus offline brand personality.  
 
RQ1: How can the personality of an offline brand be described? 
 
RQ2: How can the online personality of a brand’s website be described? 
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2. Literature Review 
The previous chapter presented background information on the area of research that then 
lead to the problem discussion, the formulation of a purpose and research questions.  This 
chapter will provide a review of previously published studies related to the research 
questions. In the end of this chapter the key factors of the literature review will be 
conceptualized.  
 

2.1. Brand Personality Offline 
Aaker (1997) defines brand personality as “the set of human characteristics associated with a 
brand”. If the brand would be a human, a few examples of its characteristics would be: 
friends, clothes and manner. (ibid) Another definition is: “Brand personality is the set of 
human personality traits that correspond to the interpersonal domain of human personality and 
are relevant to describing the brand as a relationship partner”. (Sweeney & Brandon, 2006, 
p.645) 
 
Plummer (2001) states that brand personality is very important in the consumers’ minds when 
deciding if the product suits him or her. Kim et al. (2001) found that brand identification is 
linked to a higher level of word of mouth, and a larger amount of word of mouth is indirectly 
connected to higher brand loyalty. Brand identification of the brand personality can help build 
a long-term relationship between the brand and consumer. (ibid) Biel (1992) concluded that a 
brand’s personality could help the consumer to filter the large amounts of information on 
different brands available. 
 

2.1.1. Brand Personality as a part of the Brand Platform 
Lindström and Andersen (2000) state that brands consist of “different parameters, which all 
together create the total consumer perception of the product.” (p. 145) They continue by 
explaining that there are a few key elements, which together create the basic brand platform. 
(See figure 2) 
 
 
      

Role

Personality 

Achievement 

Brand backup 

Brand platform 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                  Figure2: The brand platform 
                  Source: Adapted from Lindström & Andersen, 2000, p. 145 
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The elements shown in figure 2, provide help when pinpointing issues which need to be 
addressed in order to create a strong brand platform. It is of importance to address all of the 
subjects in the figure above before the establishment of an online presence, since an poor 
brand platform can result in an poor website.  The personality of the brand concerns how the 
brand feels, looks and its tone of voice and how the personality of the brand would be 
described if it would be described as a real human being.  (ibid) 
 

2.1.2. Brand Personality as a part of the Brand Identity 
Aaker (1996) defines the core of brand identity as: “the central, timeless essence of a brand” 
(p. 178). He continues by stating that this definition implies that the most important and 
unique characteristics of the brand are represented in the core of the brand identity. (ibid) 
Uppshaw (1995) states that brand identity is built up by two core components: the positioning 
and personality of the brand. He also developed a model illustrating the different elements of 
brand identity. (See figure 3)  
 

 
            Figure 3: The core of brand identity 
            Source: Adapted from Uppshaw, 1995, p. 24 
 
He concludes that the identity of a brand is formed by the interaction of its positioning and 
personality. All the ways that the brand comes in contact with the consumers are parts of the 
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total brand identity, e.g. product performance, brand name and marketing activities. 
(Uppshaw, 1995) 
 
Kapferer (1997) has developed a model called “the Brand Identity Prism” which reflects the 
different aspects of building brand identity. The model is very extensive, and the focus in this 
thesis will be on the most important factors which are; physique, personality, culture, 
relationship, reflection and self-image. A brand’s physique consists of the brand’s most 
important attributes, and is its tangible value. Without this value, the brand would not survive. 
Its physique also consists of what it does, what it is and how it looks. (Kapferer, 1997) By 
communicating the brand’s personality, it eventually constructs a character, which in turn 
clarifies which kind of person the brand would be if it were a human being. The culture of a 
brand sets the values that give the brand inspiration and restrictions, helping the brand to 
govern its external communication. Kapferer (1997) states “a brand is a relationship” (p.103). 
He continues by saying that brands are involved in the transactions between people. A brand 
is also a reflection, a reflection or image of the personalities of the targeted consumers. The 
self-image is a similar concept as the reflection, but the self-image reflects the consumer’s 
own inner reflection. The self-image is our own inner image, which might not reflect the 
reality. (ibid) The brand identity prism is developed under the prerequisite that brands can 
speak, since they can only exist through communication.  
 

2.1.3. Dimensions of Brand Personality 
Melin (1997) states that the reason for building a brand personality is based on the idea that 
consumers choose which brands to buy in a similar way that they choose which fellow 
humans to socialize with. An attractive personality is believed to be strongly connected to a 
strong and continuous relation between brand and consumer, hence brand loyalty.  (Melin, 
1997) The stronger the brand’s identity fit together with the customer’s, the customer will 
identify him or herself stronger with the brand and thereby have a stronger relationship. 
(Hankinson & Cowking, 1993)  McEnally and Chernatony (1999) state that as personality of 
brand and consumer come together, the value created is in the form of self-expression for the 
consumer.  
 
Kim et al. (2001) state that “the greater the self-expressive value and the distinctiveness of 
brand personality are, the greater will be the attractiveness of the brand personality.” (p. 198) 
They continue by saying that when similarities occur between brand personality and the 
consumer’s self-expression, the consumer might see the brand as a human, or even a 
companion. Consumers also use certain brands to express their personality. Kim et al. (2001) 
explain that consumers have a tendency to classify themselves as members of a specific 
group. This is called social identification. The research made by Kim et al. (2001) showed 
that the consumers will see the attractiveness of the brand personality more strongly, the more 
distinct and self-expressive the brand personality is.  
 
Aaker (1997) has developed a Brand Personality Scale (BPS) that shows five key dimensions 
of the personality of a brand. Each of these dimensions can be described with some adjectives. 
(See figure 4)   
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Figure 4: Brand personality framework 

Brand  
Personality

 

 
Sincerity 

 
Excitement 

 
Competence

 
Ruggedness 

• Down-to-earth 
• Honest 
• Wholesome 
• Cheerful 

• Daring 
• Spirited 
• Imaginative 
• Up-to-date 

• Reliable 
• Intelligent 
• Successful 

 
Sophistication

• Upper class 
• Charming 

• Outdoorsy 
• Tough 

Source: Adapted from Aaker, 1997, p. 352 
 
The most important aspect of the brand personality framework is that it is generalizable over 
different product categories. (Aaker, 1997) The five dimensions in the model have been 
developed with subgroups consisting of aspects of the dimension to clarify the character and 
structure of the dimensions, as seen in figure 4. (ibid) Aaker (1997) states that the five 
dimensions explain 93% of the studied differences between the competing brands. She 
continues by saying that the different dimensions influence the consumer in different ways, 
for example the sincerity, excitement and competence dimensions affects the human’s inner 
personality, while the sophistication and ruggedness dimensions attract consumers who desire 
this, but do not have it.  
 
According to Sweeney and Brandon (2006) the brand personality research is very young 
compared to human personality studies. Plummer (2001) raises the question if the same 
description with adjectives can be made for a brand as with humans. Aaker (1997) states that 
though some factors may work with brands, as well as humans, others may not. Finally, the 
brand personality framework developed by Aaker (1997) only includes positive brand 
attributes, while some brands are not so wholesome. (Sweeney & Brandon, 2006)  
 

2.2. Brand Personality and the Internet 

2.2.1. Benefits of Online Brand Personality  
According to Kim et al. (2001) the brand personality can powerfully differentiate a website 
from its competitors, even though they might be physically and functionally similar. They 
continue by saying that the brand personality can help create a long-term relationship between 
customer and website. They also state that the brand personality can be used to differentiate 
brands from the rest in the high competition on the Internet. (ibid)  
 
The business environment is getting more complicated and competitive in cyberspace. (Park 
et al., 2005) There has been a lot of research done in the area of e-marketing, and the trend is 
according to research not showing a decline in branding efforts, on the contrary it will 
probably grow and mature. (Opoku, 2006) According to Lindström and Andersen (2000) most 
companies go online for branding reasons and in order to express brand benefits.   
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2.2.2. Online Brand Personality 
Dayal et al. (2000) state that brands, offline, are perceived by the consumer as a sum of the 
personality, presence and performance of a specific product or service. They continue by 
stating that online, in addition to these three factors, which are still important, the consumer’s 
online experience influence how the product’s brand is perceived. (ibid)  
 
A successful online brand is built up using inseparable parts such as the promise, the website 
design and the economic model. (Dayal et al., 2000)  A brand should according to Dayal et al. 
(2000) be built around the consumer’s experience. The main reasons for this are that the 
manager should pay attention to the consumers’ point of view and that all aspects of brand 
interaction with the consumers are important. They emphasize the importance of managing 
the consumer experiences by stating: “…on the Web, the experience is the brand”. (Dayal et 
al., 2000, p. 44)    
 
Lindström and Andersen (2000) presented the brand platform, consisting of four brand key 
elements (See figure 2). They consider the element of brand personality as the most vital 
element and it therefore needs to be clarified before going online. (ibid)  
 
Lindström and Andersen (2000) state that personality is created through interaction with users 
on a website. They put it in other words by stating: “The online brand should be seen as a 
person who talks, but also listens, learns, reacts.” (Lindström & Andersen, 2000, p.147)  
 
Rowley (2004) states that brands use a number of different elements on the website to 
communicate the brands’ values. She suggests that the text on the website “sets the tone of 
voice” (p. 135) and that it is an element which can help determine the brand’s personality. She 
continues be stating: “Text is the site talking to the costumer; the words determine what it 
says; the typeface determines the style of the communication.” (ibid, p. 135) Bergström 
(2004) states that the brand personality is expressed through emotional attributes. 
 

2.2.3. Dimensions of Online Brand Personality  
A study made by Park et al. (2005) showed that even though frameworks for brand 
personalities exist, only a few of its dimensions have been identified for online use. Aaker’s 
(1997) studies on brand personality focus on brand personality in the physical world and 
attempts to adapt her framework to the online world have been made with varying results 
(Okazaki, 2006; Park et al., 2005). Okazaki (2006) identified in his study, three out of 
Aaker’s (1997) five personality dimensions and found two additional. He found the following 
five personality dimensions: sophistication, excitement, affection, popularity and competence 
(See figure 5). 
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Figure 5: Online brand personality framework 

Online 
Brand  

Personality

 
Sophistication
  

 
Excitement 

 
Affection 

 
Competence

• Rational 
• Trustworthy 
• Upper-class 
• Prestigious 

• Sensual 
• Assertive 
• Humorous 

• Likable 
• Glamorous 

 
Popularity 

• Popular 
• Unique  

• Secure 
• Competitive 
• Beneficial 
 

Source: Adapted from Okazaki, 2006, p. 293 
 
Figure 5 shows Okazaki’s (2006) online brand personality dimensions and the different 
adjectives that describe them. The adjectives describing Okazaki’s (2006) main personality 
dimensions differ from those of Aaker (1997).  
 
Park et al. (2005) conducted a study where they identified four online brand personality 
dimensions. (See figure 6)  
 
 

                                                                              
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Online 
Brand  

Personality 

 
 

Bold 

 
 

Analytical 

 
 

Friendly 

 
 

Sophisticated 
 

• Gaudy 
• Sexy 
• Frivolous 
• Arbitrary 
• Bold 
• Show-offy 

• Analytical 
• Objective 
• Accurate 
• Detailed 
• Realistic 

• Ingenuous 
• Warm 
• Gentle 
• Friendly 

• Sophisticated 
• Liberal 
• Luxurious 
• Futuristic 
 

            Figure 6: Online brand personality framework 
            Source: Adapted from Park et al., 2005, p. 18 
 
Each of the four dimensions listed in figure 6 is described by a few adjectives. Park et al. 
(2005) identified these dimensions through studies of various earlier researches, and a small-
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scale survey. Compared to Okazaki’s (2006) and Aaker’s (1997) frameworks, the one of Park 
et al. (2005) shows fewer dimensions but more adjectives to describe them. 
 

2.3. Conceptualization  
This part of the second chapter will contain a conceptualization of key factors that will help us 
to answer the research questions. Miles and Huberman (1994) state that the conceptual 
framework helps to explain key factors of the study, and in which way they are related. The 
conceptualization is based on the literature review. 
 

2.3.1. Conceptualization of Offline Brand Personality 
The first research question addresses brand personality offline. Aaker (1997) defines brand 
personality as “the set of human characteristics associated with a brand” (p. 347). To identify 
a brand’s personality in the real world, the definition above will be used, and the brand 
personality framework developed by Aaker (1997). Other researchers in this field commonly 
refer to her studies. Aaker (2002) is also referred to extensively in this field. His work on the 
parts of brand personality will also be used together with Aaker’s (1997) work to explain the 
concept of brand personality.  
 
In the later stages of this study, the main dimensions of two brand personality frameworks 
will be used to identify the brand personality. One of them is Aaker’s (1997) framework 
mentioned above. This framework is originally developed for offline use. Because of the 
existence of specific online brand personality frameworks, one of these will also be used to 
define the brand’s offline personality. We intend to apply Okazaki’s (2006) brand personality 
framework and see if this also applies to an offline brand personality. The use of Okazaki’s 
(2006) framework, instead of the one developed by Park et al. (2005), is motivated by the fact 
that Park et al. (2005) focuses on visual attributes in their study. Furthermore, it is the less 
recent one of the two online brand personality frameworks and they also discuss several 
limitations with their study. Table 1 presents Aaker’s (1997) and Okazaki’s (2006) 
frameworks for offline and online brand personality which both will be applied when 
describing the offline brand personality.  
 
Table 1: Brand Personality Frameworks used in the present study 

Brand Personality 
Offline Online 

• Sincerity: Down-to-earth, Honest, 
Wholesome and Cheerful. 

• Excitement: Daring, Spirited, 
Imaginative and Up-to-date. 

• Competence: Reliable, Intelligent 
and Successful. 

• Sophistication: Upper-class and 
Charming. 

• Ruggedness: Outdoorsy and Tough. 
 

• Sophistication: Rational, 
Trustworthy, Upper-class and 
Prestigious. 

• Excitement: Sensual, Assertive and 
Humorous. 

• Affection: Likable and Glamorous. 
• Popularity: Popular and Unique. 
• Competence: Competitive and 

Beneficial. 
 

Source: Adapted from Aaker, 1997, p. 352, and Okazaki, 2006, p. 293 
 
Table 1 above, shows the two brand personality frameworks and shows their differences and 
similarities. It includes all of the ten different dimensions and their descriptive adjectives. 
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2.3.2. Conceptualization of Online Brand Personality 
The second research question addresses the brand personality online. When considering the 
online brand personality, research is not as established as for the offline environment.  Since 
the research concerning the online environment is more recent, it is harder to find a 
researcher’s work that is being referred to repeatedly. However, even if there is a lack of 
consensus, this younger research might still be more valid today than older theories that might 
be outdated.  
 
When looking at the frameworks developed by Okazaki (2006) and Park et al. (2005), 
dimensions of brand personality online seem to be different from the traditional offline 
framework developed by Aaker (1997). As stated previously, Okazaki’s (2006) framework is 
used in this thesis to look at brand personality, and not Park et al., since Okazaki’s study is the 
more recent and extensive of the two online brand personality frameworks, and Park et al. 
(2005) focus on visual attributes in their study. Both Aaker’s (1997) and Okazaki’s (2006) 
brand personality frameworks are used in order to see how they together could apply to the 
online brand personality. (See table 1)  
 

2.3.3. Summary 
The conceptual framework is summarized in figure 7. 
 
 

Brand Personality 

RQ2 
Offline 

RQ2 
Online 

                                                 Figure 7: Conceptual frame of reference 
 

 
Figure 7 illustrates how the concept of brand personality is divided into the two research 
questions. Research question one focuses on describing the offline brand personality and 
research question two focuses on describing the online brand personality. When looking at 
each research question, both Aaker’s (1997) offline brand personality framework and 
Okazaki’s (2006) online brand personality framework will be applied. 
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3. Methodology  
This chapter explains how the study in this thesis was carried out. The discussion will circle 
around the issues of the purpose of the research, research approach, research strategy, data 
collection, data analysis and quality standards. The outline of the methodology chapter is 
shown in figure 8 below. 
 

 
Figure 8: Methodology issues 
Source: Adapted from Foster, 1998, p. 81 

 
Each of the sections in figure 8 is presented in the sections below.  
 

3.1. Purpose of Research: Primarily Descriptive 
Yin (2003) states that there are three different categories of research, namely exploratory, 
descriptive and explanatory. Which category to choose, depends on the information needed to 
fulfill the purpose of the thesis.  
 
Wiedersheim-Paul and Eriksson (2006) say that exploratory research is used for the 
understanding of a phenomenon. They also state that exploratory research is suitable when it 
is difficult to determine important characteristics and relations. 
 
To describe means that the researcher register and document facts and it also means to 
identify and map out a certain phenomenon. Descriptive research is appropriate when the 
problem is clearly structured and the focus of linkage between cause and relations is low. 
(Wiedersheim-Paul & Eriksson, 2006) When describing a phenomenon, the researcher 
chooses perspectives, aspects, levels, terms and concepts, as well as observes, registers, 
systemizes, classifies and interprets. (Wiedersheim-Paul & Eriksson, 2006) 
 
To explain means that the researcher analyses causes and linkages. An explanatory approach 
is useful when there is a high focus on the linkages between certain factors and the 
phenomena they cause. (Wiedersheim-Paul & Eriksson, 2006)  
 
The main purpose of this research was to gain a deeper understanding of the phenomenon of 
brand personality.  The overall research purpose is mainly descriptive, since the research 
questions are of descriptive character. However, it will also be partly exploratory because of 
the need for information and it will also begin to be explanatory when the research questions 
are answered.  
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3.2. Research Approach: Qualitative  
Qualitative research is associated with describing and to use words rather than numbers as the 
base of analysis. Researchers tend to go in depth when having a qualitative approach because 
of the smaller size of the studied sample. (Miles & Huberman, 1994) Denscombe (1998) 
continues to describe that qualitative research has a tendency to be small-scale studies, and be 
of a descriptive nature. Although qualitative research has lower precision, it has the advantage 
of being able to explain and refine phenomena using text. (Wiedersheim-Paul & Eriksson 
2006)  
 
When looking at this thesis, the descriptions of a qualitative approach fit well. This thesis 
investigated relationships which are better put in words than quantified in numbers. The 
limited timeframe also made this thesis somewhat small-scaled which also is a situation when 
qualitative data and research is preferred.   
 

3.3. Research Strategy: Case Study 
Among research strategies, there are specific strategies that are better when dealing with 
specific problems. Important strategic and methodological decisions are already made before 
the actual research is initiated in many cases.  (Denscombe, 2000) Yin (2003) describes five 
different research strategies: experiment, survey, archival analysis, history and case study. 
Table 2 shows Yin’s (2003) view on case studies.  
 
Table 2: Relevant Situations for Different Research Strategies 
Strategy Form of research 

question 
Requires control of 
behavioral events? 

Focuses on 
contemporary 
events? 

Case study How, why? No Yes 
Source: Adapted from Yin, 2003, p. 5 
 
Yin (2003) states that there are three main alternatives to look at when designing a research 
strategy. These three are: 
 

1. The type of research question posed. 
2. The extent of control the investigator has over actual behavior events.  
3. The degree of focus on contemporary as opposed to historical events. 

 
Posing the questions “how” and “why” are more explanatory, and Yin (2003) states that this 
possibly leads towards conducting a case study. The reason for this is that “how” and “why” 
questions are about patterns that need to be followed for longer periods, instead of just 
prevalence or frequencies. (Yin, 2003)  
 
A case study is useful when contemporary events are looked at, and when the behavior of 
subjects involved can not be controlled or manipulated.  A case study uses the same 
techniques as a history, and it also uses two more sources of potential evidence, namely direct 
observations of the studied objects and interview of the people within the area of interest.  
(Yin, 2003)  
 
Denscombe (2000) states that a case study is a good choice when the interesting facts are in 
detail, and in depth both considering analysis and descriptions of a low number of units. 
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It was decided to use a qualitative approach, and therefore a case study was suitable. If 
research focuses on few objects in several aspects, a case study is appropriate. (Wiedersheim-
Paul & Eriksson, 2006) Yin (2003) says that there is a difference between single and multiple 
case studies.  A multiple approach increases the validity of the research and the cases can be 
weighed against each other. (Yin, 2003) Due to the limited time available for writing this 
thesis, a single case study was chosen. One justification for the choice of a single case study is 
when the case is a critical part of testing well-formulated theory. The proportions of the 
theory and its circumstances should be clearly set and this should be within the propositions 
what is thought to be correct. Yin (2003) continues by stating that a single case study can help 
to verify or dismiss the propositions of a theory, or if something else is more accurate.  
 
Since this thesis not requires control over behavioral events, and focuses on contemporary 
events, the choices available are survey or case studies. The time available for this study was 
limited, and therefore the time for doing a large sample survey is not available, therefore this 
study will rely on a case study as the overall research strategy. Another reason for this is that 
the research questions are stated as how or why questions.  
 

3.4. Data Collection: Interviews 
Yin (2003) states that the data collection for case studies is done with the use of six different 
data sources: documentation, archival records, interviews, direct observations, participant 
observations, and physical artifacts. Yin (2003) adds, “A major strength of case study data 
collection is the opportunity to use many different sources of evidence” (p. 97). Yin (2003) 
uses the word “triangulation” to describe the use of several sources of evidence. This means 
that several angels of the same phenomenon can be studied; this in turn raises the validity of 
scientific work. 
 
Interviews would provide us with rich qualitative data about consumers’ perceptions. Yin 
(2003) states that the interview is of major importance to a case study. The use of interviews 
was also chosen because of the limited time available for gathering the data. The strengths 
and weaknesses of interviews are outlined in table 3. 
 
Table 3: Strengths and Weaknesses with Interviews as a Data Collection Method 

Strengths Weaknesses 
• Targeted – focuses directly on case 

study topic 
• Insightful – provides perceived causal 

inferences 
• Depth – interviews are suitable for 

obtaining deep and detailed data 
• Equipment – does not require expensive 

equipment 
 

• Bias due to poorly constructed questions  
• Response bias 
• Inaccurate due to poor recall 
• Reflexivity – interviewee gives what the 

interviewer wants to hear 

Source: Adapted from Yin, 2003, p. 86; Denscombe, 2000, p. 161 
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Eight interviews were conducted involving six respondents. (See figure 9) 
 

 
Figure 9: Respondent Overview 

      
        1FO                   1FB  1FW  
        2MO                  2FB 2MW 

Offline     Online  

 
When conducting the interviews two respondents looked at the overall brand personality of a 
company, two other respondents looked at the company’s brand personality on their website, 
and another two looked at both, as seen in the figure above. 
 
The participants looking at the overall brand personality simply used the image that they 
already had of the company. With support from the interview guide, they tried to decide how 
to describe their perception of the brand personality. 
 
The participants in our interviews about the online brand personality received a few tasks to 
fulfill at the website. They were asked to find information about a specific mobile phone 
model and compare it to another, and also try the “telephone simulator” for one of the mobile 
phone models. By doing so, the interviewees had a similar exposure to the website, both 
concerning the time spent, and the different sub pages visited. After looking at the website 
they were to describe the online brand personality. The website is seen as the brand itself, 
online.  
  
The interviews made with the participants who were looking at both online and offline was 
done in a similar way as the other interviews. These participants were interviewed about their 
perception of the offline brand personality first, and then they were asked to look at the 
website about the online brand personality. These participants were asked the same questions 
about the specific areas.  
 
The interviews were semi-structured, and personal. Denscombe (2000) describes a semi-
structured interview as an interview where the interviewer has a list of what should be 
covered during the interview, but is open regarding which order things should be discussed. 
The answers are open, and the interviewees are free to develop their own views on the topic. 
He also explains that a personal interview between two people is easy to arrange, and that it is 
easy to see from which specific source that the data comes from. (Denscombe, 2000)   
 

3.5. Sample Selection 
This section explains how the respondents to the interviews were chosen and on which 
company the study focuses on. According to Miles and Huberman (1994) sampling in 
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qualitative research involves setting boundaries in order to find aspects which can be directly 
connected to the research.  
 

3.5.1. Company Selection 
The case study was aimed at exploring the brand personality of Sony Ericsson, one of the 
leading manufacturers of mobile handsets. The choice of looking at Sony Ericsson was based 
on the fact that it is a common brand which is well established and common among young 
people. Within the case study the focus were on both offline and online brand personality and 
therefore the interviews were split into looking at Sony Ericsson as a whole and letting the 
respondents only look at the website.  
 

3.5.2. Respondent Selection 
Interviews were conducted and six respondents were chosen. When using interviews, 
Denscombe (2000) states that it is usual to chose informants based on knowledge of their 
ability to contribute to the investigated area. If the focus of the study is to generalize the 
results, the researcher has to focus on getting representative informants. (Denscombe, 2000)   
 
Since the focus is on the brand personality of Sony Ericsson, the respondents are chosen upon 
their knowledge in the area.  Therefore, all the respondents were owners of a Sony Ericsson 
mobile phone and they also were in the age group 20 to 30 years old. Age similarities 
contribute to the ability to generalize within that group. They were selected through a 
convenient sample selection. The decision to use a convenient selection was made due to our 
limited timeframe. Our sample selection resulted in two males and four females. Two were 
only interviewed about the website, two only looked at the offline brand personality and the 
final two looked at both. 
 

3.6. Analysis of Data 
Before data from a case study can be analyzed, the researcher needs to choose a general 
analytical strategy. (Yin, 2003) This thesis relied on theoretical propositions where the data 
collection is based on research questions taken from previous studies.  
 
Miles and Huberman (1994) state that a within-case analysis consists of comparing the data 
collected with the relevant theory. The case study in this thesis is a single case study based on 
previous research in the area of brand personality, and therefore, a within-case analysis was 
conducted.  
 
When conducting a qualitative data analysis, the researcher uses three different steps. (Miles 
& Huberman, 1994) Firstly, data reduction helps to arrange and focus the data for a better 
ground to draw conclusions from. The second activity involves data display, where the 
reduced data is compressed further and organized so that the process of drawing conclusions 
is easier. Finally one needs to draw conclusions. Here, the researcher uses patterns, 
explanations, regularities, propositions and explanations to find relationships and draw 
conclusions. (Miles & Huberman, 1994) In the present study, the recommendations by Miles 
and Huberman (1994) were followed when analyzing the collected data. 
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3.7. Quality Standards 
This section deals with the issues of validity and reliability for this thesis. These are important 
aspects, and should be thought of during the whole process. (Miles & Huberman, 1994) Miles 
and Huberman (1994) define validity as an instrument’s ability to measure what it is supposed 
to measure. Reliability is if the instrument measures the object or phenomenon that it is 
supposed to measure. (ibid) Yin (2003) describes four tests on the validity and reliability for 
the establishment of quality for a report, namely: construct validity, internal validity, external 
validity and reliability. (Yin, 2003)  
 
Construct validity is to create measurements for the data collection specified to fit with the 
concepts being studied. (Yin, 2003) In this thesis, this means that the interview was 
constructed and carried out in such a way that the data is measured in a good way. To get a 
better measurement we chose to conduct three different interviews where the respondents 
looked at brand personality from three different perspectives. This thesis was written during a 
tight timeframe, and several of the strategic decisions concerning methods for interviews and 
this affected the case. This affected the validity of the study. 
 
Yin (2003) states that internal validity is used in explanatory and casual studies. Since our 
study was mainly descriptive, we considered this insignificant.  
 
External validity is created as early as in the research design. (Yin, 2003) It concerns in which 
domain the results eventually could be generalized. According to Yin (2003), critics of case 
studies typically state that it offers a poor base for generalization. However, Yin (2003) 
believes that analytical generalization is possible when using case studies and it results in the 
broadening of theory. The case study in this thesis was a single case study which makes the 
possibility for generalization smaller. The number of participants in the case study was six, 
and this should slightly improve the ability to generalize, which affected the external validity. 
 
According to Yin (2003) the reliability of a study concerns the possibility for another 
researcher to repeat the study and come to similar findings. In this case, it means that every 
step should be explained in detail, so that the study can be repeated in a similar way. Asking 
the right people is of importance when looking at reliability, because if the respondents are 
not knowledgeable in the area, their answers will not be relevant data. This was also one of 
the reasons why a convenient sample selection was used.  
 
The conducted interviews were done face-to-face in English because of the problems of 
translating the adjectives in the brand personality models. If they would have been translated, 
both the reliability and the validity would be negatively affected. Since all of the respondents 
are well knowledgeable in English, English interviews results in a better validity and 
reliability than if a translation would have been made. The interviews were recorded on digital 
media, and notes were also done. If there would be a need for it, we were allowed by the 
respondents to meet with them again.  
 

3.8. Summary 
The research purpose of the study presented in this thesis is mainly descriptive with a 
qualitative approach. A case study was conducted using interviews as the main data collection 
method. The respondents and the company were chosen with a non-random selection method. 
The company was selected to match the group of possible respondents available and thus a 
convenient sample selection was used.  The general analytical strategy relies on theoretical 
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propositions, and a within-case analysis was employed. When looking at the quality standards 
of this study we have considered construct validity, internal validity, external validity and the 
study’s reliability. 
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4. Empirical Data 
The methodology chapter explained how the data was collected and this chapter now presents 
the data collected for the study in this thesis. The empirical data was collected through six 
personal interviews, where two interviewees discussed the overall brand personality of Sony 
Ericsson, two discussed the brand personality of the website of Sony Ericsson and two were 
asked to discuss both. The first section introduces the interviewees, and explains the coding 
system. The second section presents the data related to research question one, and the third 
section covers data related to research question two.  
 

4.1.Respondent presentation 
The interviewees consisted of two males and four females ranging between 23 and 26 years of 
age. The first interviewee was a 26-year-old female PhD student in marketing and she was 
single. She will be referred to as 1FB since she was the first of the two respondents looking at 
both brand personalities, and she was a female. The second interviewee was a 26-year-old 
female student in International economics with a major in marketing. She was on her fourth 
year, and was also single. The second interviewee will be referred to as 2FB for the same 
reasons as the previous respondent.  
 
The first interviewee who looked only at the offline brand personality was a 26-year-old 
female PhD student in logistics. She lived together with her boyfriend.  She will be called 
1FO since she was the first respondent looking at the offline brand personality of Sony 
Ericsson and female. The second interviewee who looked only at the offline brand personality 
was a 23-year-old male student in industrial economics in his fourth year. He was engaged to 
be married.  He will be called 2MO since he was the second respondent looking at the offline 
brand personality of Sony Ericsson and male.  
 
The first interviewee who looked at the website of Sony Ericsson in order to explain the brand 
personality was a 23-year-old female student in economics with a major in organization. She 
was on her third year, and was in a steady relationship. She will be referred to as 1FW since 
she was a female and the first interviewee looking at the website. The second interviewee 
looking at the website was a 23-year-old male construction worker. He lived together with his 
girlfriend. He will be referred to as 2MW since he was the second respondent who looked at 
the website and a male. Table 4 below provides an overview of the respondents and the 
coding system used. 
 
   Table 4: Respondent Coding 

Respondent Description Coding 
1.  Female Looking at Offline No. 1 1FO 
2.  Male Looking at Offline No. 2 2MO 
3.  Female Looking at Website No. 1 1FW 
4.  Male Looking at Website No. 2 2MW 
5.  Female Looking at Both No. 1 1FB 
6.  Female Looking at Both No.2 2FB 

 
All of the respondents owned a Sony Ericsson mobile phone, and they are between 23-26 
years old. Most of them are in a long-term relationship, without children. They all lived and 
worked or studied in Sweden. 
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4.2. Empirical Data RQ1: Offline Brand Personality 
The following sections will present the data from the first four interviews and for each 
respondent individually, showing why they chose the specific adjectives, as well as additional 
descriptions.  
 

Female Looking at Offline No. 1 
The first interviewee (referred to as 1FO) had owned a Sony Ericsson mobile phone for about 
a year, and chose the following adjectives from the brand personality frameworks describing 
Sony Ericsson: honest, imaginative, reliable, intelligent, successful, rational, trustworthy, 
assertive, likable and competitive.  
 
She explained that she perceived Sony Ericsson as honest because the brand does not promise 
things it does not hold - you know what you get. 1FO believes Sony Ericsson to be 
imaginative, intelligent, successful and competitive and she sees a connection between these 
four factors. They together indicate constant development. Sony Ericsson has the ability to be 
perceived as new and fresh even though it might not be the case, hence imaginative. She 
perceived Sony Ericsson as successful because it seems to be in constant development, 
because it is in their best interest. As stated earlier, 1FO described Sony Ericsson with the 
adjectives intelligent and competitive and explained why she sees a fit by saying that they are 
required for a person to be successful.  She also perceived Sony Ericsson as both reliable and 
trustworthy. For 1FO, these two are linked and was based on that she trusted Sony Ericsson. 
1FO perceived Sony Ericsson as rational because of the accessibility of the things needed and 
the simplicity of the set-up. Because Sony Ericsson is successful and intelligent, it was 
perceived as assertive. 1FO was of the opinion that Sony Ericsson is likeable because it does 
not seem arrogant but nice, handsome and manifold.  
 
 In addition, she also described Sony Ericsson as a man, well off and determent. He is not 
complex or flashy, but simple and a somewhat handsome and timeless guy. 
 

Male Looking at Offline No. 2 
The second interviewee (referred to as 2MO) has owned a Sony Ericsson mobile phone 
between five to six years, and chose the following adjectives from the brand personality 
frameworks describing Sony Ericsson: down-to-earth, wholesome, spirited, imaginative, up-
to-date, reliable, intelligent, successful, rational, trustworthy, humorous, popular, competitive 
and beneficial.  
 
2MO described the overall brand personality as down-to-earth because he believes Sony 
Ericsson tries to stay out of trouble and that Sony Ericsson does not try to show off. Sony 
Ericsson was seen as imaginative due to its cool gadgets. 2MO perceived Sony Ericsson as 
up-to-date, intelligent and successful because of its ability to understand current and future 
trends and because it does well. 2MO linked reliable and trustworthy by stating that he trusts 
Sony Ericsson because of its ability to provide what he promises. The adjective popular was 
used because everybody likes it. Competitive was also used to describe Sony Ericsson, and 
this because it does not give up. 
 
In addition to the adjectives above, 2MO described Sony Ericsson as a nice guy with an 
outgoing personality.  
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Female Looking at Both No. 1 
The third interviewee (referred to as 1FB) has owned a Sony Ericsson mobile phone for about 
a month. She chose the following adjectives from the frameworks to describe the brand 
personality of Sony Ericsson: up-to-date, reliable, intelligent, successful, upper class, 
charming, prestigious, popular, unique and competitive. 
 
1FB were not able to completely specify why she thought of a few of the adjectives, and 
therefore only the ones explained will be written about here. The adjectives successful, 
prestigious, upper class and charming, was described by the looks of the man she sees as 
Sony Ericsson. He is a businessman in a suit, with sunglasses. He is also cool, edgy and 
memorable. She connected these to popular and unique and also used the term extraordinary. 
When stating that she saw Sony Ericsson as competitive, she referred to the image of him 
being a businessman.  
 

Female Looking at Both No.2 
The fourth interviewee (referred to as 2FB) had owned a Sony Ericsson mobile phone for 
about eight months. She chose the following adjectives from the frameworks to describe the 
brand personality of Sony Ericsson: honest, up-to-date, reliable, intelligent, successful, 
charming, trustworthy, popular and competitive.  
 
2FB were not able to completely specify why she thought of several of the adjectives, and 
therefore only the ones explained will be written about here. According to 2FB, the adjectives 
honest, reliable and trustworthy are linked and she explains that she felt that she got what she 
expected from Sony Ericsson. The adjective up-to-date, was explained by that she saw Sony 
Ericsson as modern. 2FB saw Sony Ericsson as outgoing and connected this to the adjectives 
charming and popular.   
 
She also described Sony Ericsson as a fresh and feminine brand.  
 

4.3. Empirical Data RQ2: Online Brand Personality 
The following sections will present the data from each respondent individually, showing why 
they chose the specific adjectives and why, as well as additional descriptions.  
 
Female Looking at Website No. 1 
This participant (referred to as 1FW) had visited the website prior to this interview. After 
looking at the website of Sony Ericsson during the interview, she used the following 
personality traits from the brand personality frameworks to describe the online brand 
personality of Sony Ericsson: imaginative and likable.  
 
1FW used the adjective imaginative to describe the website’s brand personality since she did 
not see it as a mainstream website. She liked how the website looked and thought it was cute, 
therefore she described it as likable.  
 
In addition to the predetermined adjectives, she wanted to describe the online brand 
personality of Sony Ericsson as: “indoorsy”, overly advanced, glossy, social and as a cool 
nerd. She also described it more generally as irrational and messy. This gave her the feeling 
that the website is hiding something and therefore not worthy to trust. Although she did not 
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describe the website as mainstream, she did not see it as memorable and therefore not unique 
enough.   
 

Male Looking at Website No. 2 
The second participant who looked at the website of Sony Ericsson (referred to as 2MW) had 
never visited the website before the interview. He used the following personality traits from 
the brand personality frameworks to describe the online brand personality of Sony Ericsson: 
up-to-date, intelligent, assertive and beneficial.  
 
2MW used the adjective up-to-date to describe the website, since he got the impression that 
the information and functions were fresh and modern. He wanted to describe the website as 
intelligent because it provided a lot of information. The adjective assertive was used to 
describe the online brand personality of Sony Ericsson because he perceived the website as 
flashy and confident. 2MW was not able to explain why he perceived the website as 
beneficial. 
 
In addition, apart from the previously mentioned adjectives, 2MW described the personality 
of the Sony Ericsson website as a young man with an ambition to make money. Therefore 
2MW did not see this person as reliable. 2MW perceived this person as a boring nerd. Finally, 
he saw this person as the opposite of outdoorsy.  
 

Female Looking at Both No. 1 
This participant, 1FB, has earlier been interviewed for this thesis about her overall impression 
of Sony Ericsson’s brand personality. Concerning the website, she had visited it before. After 
looking at it again she used the following personality traits from the brand personality 
frameworks to describe the online brand personality of Sony Ericsson: imaginative, up-to-
date, intelligent, upper-class, likable, competitive and beneficial.   
 
1FB were not able to explain why she thought of some of the adjectives, and therefore only 
the ones explained will be written about here. She perceived the brand personality of the Sony 
Ericsson website as intelligent because there was a lot of information received in a short time.  
She described it as businessman and saw him as upper class and competitive. He seemed fun 
and therefore likable, according to 1FB. 
 
In addition she saw the personality of the Sony Ericsson website as a tall and talkative person 
who says: “here I am and I know that you want me”. 
 

Female Looking at Both No. 2 
The second participant who looked at both the overall brand personality and the brand 
personality of the Sony Ericsson website, 2FB, had also visited the website before. After 
looking at it again she used the following personality traits from the brand personality 
frameworks to describe the online brand personality of Sony Ericsson: honest, up-to-date, 
intelligent, glamorous and competitive. 
 
2FB were not able to explain why she thought of some of the adjectives, and therefore only 
the ones explained will be written about here. She perceived the brand personality of the Sony 
Ericsson website as up-to-date since she saw the website as modern. The adjective intelligent 
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was described with that the website communicated a lot of technical information. The online 
brand personality was also perceived as glamorous, because it tried to be flashy and that it 
was good looking.  
 
In addition to the adjectives above, she described the online brand personality as unorganized, 
gender neutral and a little bit less outgoing than the overall brand personality of Sony 
Ericsson.
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5. Data Analysis 
In this chapter the empirical data from chapter four are analyzed and compared to the 
conceptual framework presented in chapter two. This is done by applying what was written in 
the methodology chapter. The data was reduced and displayed to make the process of 
drawing conclusions presented in chapter six easier. The first section cover the information 
regarding research question one and the second section cover the information regarding 
research question two. 
 

5.1. RQ1: The Offline Brand Personality 
Table 5 shows a compilation of the data collected from the four interviews concerning how 
the offline brand personality of Sony Ericsson was perceived.  
    
 Table 5: RQ1, Compilation of the Data Analysis Concerning the Offline Brand Personality of Sony Ericsson 

Framework  Dimension  1FO 2MO 1FB 2FB 
Down-to-earth - + - - 
Honest + - - + 
Wholesome - + - - 

Sincerity 

Cheerful - - - - 
Daring - - - - 
Spirited - + - - 
Imaginative + + - - 

Excitement 

Up-to-date - + + + 
Reliable + + + + 
Intelligent + + + + 

Competence 

Successful + + + + 
Upper-class - - + - Sophistication 
Charming - - + + 
Outdoorsy - - - - 

Aaker’s (1997) 
Offline Brand 
Personality 
Framework 

Ruggedness 
Tough - - - - 
Rational + + - - 
Trustworthy + + - + 
Upper-class - - + - 

Sophistication 

Prestigious - - + - 
Sensual - - - - 
Assertive + - - - 

Excitement 

Humorous - + - - 
Likable + - - - Affection 
Glamorous - - - - 
Popular - + + + Popularity 
Unique - - + - 
Competitive + + + + 

Okazaki’s 
(2006) Online 
Brand 
Personality 
Framework 

Competitive 
Beneficial - + - - 

 
Table 5 shows the adjectives collected from Aaker’s (1997) and Okazaki’s (2006) brand 
personality frameworks and how the four interviewees chose some of the adjectives to 
describe the offline brand personality of Sony Ericsson. In the table above, a “+” indicates 
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that the respondent saw this adjective in Sony Ericsson’s brand personality and a “-” indicates 
that this was missing. The respondents are coded as previously explained in table 4 in chapter 
four.  
 
The responses of the informants concerning the dimensions in Aaker’s (1997) offline brand 
personality framework are described below. According to Aaker (1997) the sincerity 
dimension includes down-to-earth, honest, wholesome and cheerful. The respondents did not 
see too much of these in Sony Ericsson’s offline brand personality,  and out of sixteen 
possible counts, only four were chosen (25%). Therefore the participants do not seem to 
perceive the brand personality of Sony Ericsson to be sincere. Excitement is a dimension 
consisting of the adjectives daring, spirited, imaginative and up-to-date (Aaker, 1997). The 
number of counts was six out of sixteen possible (37.5 %) and this indicates that excitement is 
perceived, but there is still a majority that does not perceive Sony Ericsson as exciting. The 
dimension competence was the dimension with the best fit. The number of counts was twelve 
out of twelve (100 %).  All respondents see Sony Ericsson as competent. This dimension 
consists of the adjectives reliable, intelligent and successful (Aaker, 1997). Sophistication 
consists of the adjectives charming and upper-class (Aaker, 1997). The number of counts for 
this dimension was three out of eight possible (37.5 %) which indicate that the participants 
did not perceive Sony Ericsson as very sophisticated.  According to Aaker (1997) ruggedness 
is described by using outdoorsy and tough. None of the respondents saw this when thinking of 
Sony Ericsson, thus, the number of counts was 0 %.  
 
When looking at the offline brand personality of Sony Ericsson, the online brand personality 
framework developed by Okazaki (2006) was also applied. In this section, it is shown how the 
respondents used the adjectives from Okazaki’s (2006) online brand personality framework to 
describe the offline brand personality of Sony Ericsson. The sophistication dimension consists 
of the following adjectives: rational, trustworthy, upper-class and prestigious (Okazaki, 
2006). The number of counts was seven out of sixteen possible (43.75 %). Almost half of the 
adjectives describing sophistication were chosen as a match with Sony Ericsson. Excitement 
consists of sensual, assertive and humorous (Okazaki, 2006). The number of counts was two 
out of twelve possible (16.67 %) adjectives. This indicates a low fit between Sony Ericsson 
and excitement. The brand personality dimension affection consists of likable and glamorous 
(Okazaki, 2006). The number of counts was one out of eight (12.5 %) which indicates that 
there is a very low match between Sony Ericsson and affection. According to Okazaki (2006) 
popularity consists of popular and unique.  The number of counts for this dimension was four 
out of eight (50 %) which indicates that Sony Ericsson is somewhat perceived as popular. The 
dimension competitive consists of competitive and beneficial (Okazaki, 2006). The number of 
counts was five out of eight possible, (62.5 %) with a four out of four on the adjective 
competitive, while only one out of four chose to describe Sony Ericsson as beneficial.  
 
Together, the respondents chose 25 of the total 60 possible choices from Aaker’s (1997) 
offline brand personality framework. This means that 41.7 % of the adjectives were seen as a 
match with the offline brand personality of Sony Ericsson. In comparison, the respondents 
chose 19 of the total 52 possible adjectives from Okazaki’s (2006) online brand personality 
framework which shows that 36.5 % of the adjectives were perceived as a match to Sony 
Ericsson. 
 
The data above is presented in a strongly reduced form in table 6 below.  
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           Table 6: RQ1, Summarized Results for the Offline Brand Personality 
 Dimension Score % 

Sincerity 4/16 25 
Excitement 6/16 37.5 
Competence 12/12 100 
Sophistication 3/8 37.5 
Ruggedness 0/8 0 

Aaker’s 
(1997) 
Offline Brand 
Personality 
Framework 

Total 25/60 41.7 
Sophistication 7/16 43.75 
Excitement 2/12 16.67 
Affection 1/8 12.5 
Popularity 4/8 50 
Competitive 5/8 62.5 

Okazaki’s 
(2006) Online 
Brand 
Personality 
Framework 

Total 19/52 36.5 
 
Table 6 shows the percentage of chosen adjectives by the four respondents for each brand 
personality dimension. It indicates which of the dimensions that is connected to the brand 
personality of Sony Ericsson. The bottom row shows the total percentage of chosen adjectives 
from each framework. This is the degree of how each framework could help explain the 
offline brand personality of Sony Ericsson.   
 
In addition to the information gathered with the help of the brand personality frameworks, the 
informants gave us additional info on how they perceived the brand personality of Sony 
Ericsson. The keywords mentioned were: determent, not flashy, simple, timeless, nice, 
outgoing and fresh. These additional adjectives also describe the brand personality of Sony 
Ericsson, and they are a result from different informants’ personal views. We found some 
consistency among their additional views regarding the offline brand personality of Sony 
Ericsson. We saw a connection between not flashy, simple, timeless and nice, adjectives 
which could describe details within the same area. Finally, they all seemed to have rather 
positive perception of the brand personality. 
 

5.2. RQ2: The Online Brand Personality 
Table 7 shows a compilation of the data collected from four interviews concerning how the 
online brand personality of Sony Ericsson is perceived.  
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 Table 7: RQ2, Compilation of the Data Analysis Concerning the Online Brand Personality of Sony Ericsson 
Framework  Dimension  1FW 2MW 1FB 2FB 

Down-to-earth - - - - 
Honest - - - + 
Wholesome - - - - 

Sincerity 

Cheerful - - - - 
Daring - - - - 
Spirited - - - - 
Imaginative + - + - 

Excitement 

Up-to-date - + + + 
Reliable - - - - 
Intelligent - + + + 

Competence 

Successful - - - - 
Upper-class - - + - Sophistication 
Charming - - - - 
Outdoorsy - - - - 

Aaker’s (1997) 
Offline Brand 
Personality 
Framework 

Ruggedness 
Tough - - - - 
Rational - - - - 
Trustworthy - - - - 
Upper-class - - + - 

Sophistication 

Prestigious - - - - 
Sensual - - - - 
Assertive - + - - 

Excitement 

Humorous - - - - 
Likable + - + - Affection 
Glamorous - - - + 
Popular - - - - Popularity 
Unique - - - - 
Competitive - - + + 

Okazaki’s 
(2006) Online 
Brand 
Personality 
Framework 

Competitive 
Beneficial - + + - 

 
The table shows the adjectives collected from Aaker’s (1997) and Okazaki’s (2006) brand 
personality frameworks and how the four interviewees chose some of them to describe the 
online brand personality of Sony Ericsson. In the table above, a “+” indicates that the 
respondent saw this adjective in Sony Ericsson’s online brand personality and a “–” indicates 
that this was missing. The respondents are coded as previously explained in chapter four. 
 
Aaker’s (1997) offline brand personality framework was applied to the online environment. 
The offline brand personality framework developed by Aaker (1997) consists of the following 
dimensions: sincerity, excitement, competence, sophistication and ruggedness. The 
participants did not perceive the online brand personality of Sony Ericsson as sincere; the 
number of counts was only one out of sixteen possible (6.25 %). The excitement dimension 
was a better fit, with five out of sixteen (31.25 %). From an online perspective, Sony Ericsson 
is not perceived as competent, and the number of counts was only three out of twelve (25 %). 
Sophistication had of one out of eight number of counts (12.5 %) which indicates that the 
Sony Ericsson website is not perceived as sophisticated. The respondents do not perceive the 
Sony Ericsson website to fit with ruggedness, and it had a total score of zero %.  
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Okazaki (2006) has developed an online brand personality framework consisting of the 
following dimensions: sophistication, excitement, affection, popularity and competitive. 
Sophistication had one out of sixteen possible counts (6.25 %), which shows that the Sony 
Ericsson website was not perceived as sophisticated. Excitement also had a low number of 
counts, with one out of twelve (8.33 %). Three out of eight (37.5 %) perceived the Sony 
Ericsson website to reflect the dimension affection. Sony Ericsson’s website received a total 
score of zero % from a popularity perspective. The number of counts was four out of eight 
possible (50 %) for the dimension competitive, concerning the online brand personality of the 
Sony Ericsson website.  
 
Together, the respondents chose nine of the total 60 possible counts from Aaker’s (1997) 
offline brand personality framework. This means that 15 % of the adjectives were seen as a 
match with the online brand personality of Sony Ericsson. In comparison, the respondents 
chose nine of the total 52 possible counts from Okazaki’s (2006) online brand personality 
framework which shows that 17.31 % of the adjectives were perceived as a match to the Sony 
Ericsson website. 
 
In table 8 the total number of possible counts is shown together with information on the data 
from each dimension.  
 
                  Table 8: RQ2, Summarized Results for the Online Brand Personality Framework 

 Dimension Score % 
Sincerity 1/16 6.25 
Excitement 5/16 31.25 
Competence 3/12 25 
Sophistication 1/8 12.5 
Ruggedness 0/8 0 

Aaker’s 
(1997) 
Offline Brand 
Personality 
Framework 

Total 9/60 15 
Sophistication 1/16 6.25 
Excitement 1/12 8.33 
Affection 3/8 37.5 
Popularity 0/8 0 
Competitive 4/8 50 

Okazaki’s 
(2006) Online 
Brand 
Personality 
Framework 

Total 9/52 17.31 
 
Table 8 shows the percentage of chosen adjectives by the four respondents for each brand 
personality dimension. It indicates which of the dimensions that is connected to the brand 
personality of Sony Ericsson. The bottom row shows the total percentage of chosen adjectives 
in each framework. This is the degree of how each framework explains the offline brand 
personality of Sony Ericsson.   
 
In addition to the information gathered with the help of the brand personality frameworks, the 
participants suggested this additional info on how they perceived the online brand personality 
of Sony Ericsson. The keywords mentioned were: “indoorsy”, social, a cool nerd, irrational, 
messy, boring nerd, talkative and unorganized. Similarities among the responses occur, for 
example “indoorsy” and nerdy, which is mentioned by two out the four interviewees who 
talked about the online brand personality. Some interviewees wanted to describe the online 
brand personality of Sony Ericsson as social and talkative, which could be connected. 
Irrational, messy and unorganized could also be somewhat connected to each other because of 
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their way of describing a person as neither careful, nor orderly. Another common aspect is 
that most of the additional comments are less positive.  
 

5.3. Summary 
Table 9 shows some of the differences and similarities when looking at the brand personality 
of Sony Ericsson from the two different perspectives.  
 
                  Table 9: A Comparison of the Online and Offline Brand Personality 

  Offline Online 
 Dimension Score % Score % 

Sincerity 4/16 25 1/16 6.25 
Excitement 6/16 37.5 5/16 31.25 
Competence 12/12 100 3/12 25 
Sophistication 3/8 37.5 1/8 12.5 
Ruggedness 0/8 0 0/8 0 

Aaker’s 
(1997) 
Offline 
Brand 
Personality 
Framework Total 25/60 41.7 9/60 15 

Sophistication 7/16 43.75 1/16 6.25 
Excitement 2/12 16.67 1/12 8.33 
Affection 1/8 12.5 3/8 37.5 
Popularity 4/8 50 0/8 0 
Competitive 5/8 62.5 4/8 50 

Okazaki’s 
(2006) 
Online 
Brand 
Personality 
Framework Total 19/52 36.5 9/52 17.31 

 
In table 9 we compare the online and offline brand personality of Sony Ericsson. Offline, 
competence is the dimension with the highest score, and when looking at the online brand 
personality, competitive is the dimension with the highest score. The most noticeable 
difference between the online and offline personality occurs in the competence dimension. 
While it scored the highest from an offline perspective, it received a low score when looking 
at it from an online perspective. Similarities occur, since from both an offline and online 
perspective ruggedness scored zero as a total score. The total number of counts was higher 
when looking at Sony Ericsson’s offline brand personality than on the online. 
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6. Findings and Conclusions 
In the previous chapter the empirical data was analyzed and in this chapter the findings and 
conclusions of the thesis are presented. In this chapter the research questions are answered in 
order to fulfill the research purpose. In the first section, findings and conclusions concerning 
research question one are found, and in the second section, findings and conclusions 
concerning research question two are presented. Finally we will present implications and 
recommendations. 
 

6.1. RQ1: How can the personality of an offline brand be described? 
We found the brand personality dimensions to match with the brand’s personality with 
varying degrees. A brand can be described by using the dimensions in the two frameworks 
and to put them in groups depending on their degree of match with the brand’s personality. 
The groups used are; strong, average, weak and nonexistent. The strong and average groups 
are a way to describe a brands personality, but equally important, the groups weak and 
nonexistent describe what the offline brand personality is not. 
 
Offline, the brand personality was strongly perceived as competent and competitive. 
Competent is an offline brand personality dimension, and competitive is an online brand 
personality dimension which fits well with an offline brand personality. As we have applied 
frameworks developed for both online and offline use, and found more dimensions to fit, the 
personality description became more complex. There was more than one dimension that was 
seen as a fit with the brand’s offline personality. 
 
The other degrees of match found were average, weak and nonexistent. The brand dimensions 
which were found to match the offline brand personality at an average degree were; 
popularity, both sophistications dimensions, the offline excitement dimension. It was found 
that the online version of the dimension sophistication fits better, and we believe that one 
reason for this is that this dimension is built up by four adjectives instead of just two as in the 
case of the offline dimension. However, this does not mean that these adjectives are a better 
description of excitement, but it could be that there is a better fit with this specific brand’s 
personality.  
 
The brand dimensions found to have a weak match were; sincerity, the online dimension 
excitement and affection. These cannot be used to describe the brand’s offline personality. 
This is seen as both logical and surprising. A brand can not successfully be perceived as a 
match with all of the different dimensions, while it is a little surprising that the brand might 
not want to, or fails at being perceived as something as positive as sincerity. It is surprising to 
see these dimensions to score low, since a manufacturer of technical electronic products could 
be thought to want to be perceived as exciting. Also, most companies who sell to consumers 
should see benefits with being seen as sincere and affectionate. 
 
The brand personality dimension ruggedness was found to be nonexistent when looking at the 
brand’s offline personality. We believe that a brand selling technical and modern mobile 
phones does not desire being perceived as outdoorsy and tough and this is not surprising if 
looking at the brand’s products. Even though some products might be targeted against a 
certain segment showing certain brand personality characteristics, the overall brand 
personality does not need to be seen in this specific way.  
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Table 10 shows how each brand personality dimension was rated as a match to the offline 
brand personality.  
 
                                      Table 10: Offline Brand Personality of Sony Ericsson   

Degree of match Brand Personality 
Dimension - Offline 

Strong Competence  
Competitive  
 

Average Popularity  
Sophistication (online)  
Sophistication (offline) 
Excitement (offline)  
 

Weak Sincerity  
Excitement (online)  
Affection 
 

Nonexistent  Ruggedness  
 

 
Table 10 lists each brand personality dimension according to their degree of match to the 
brand. It can be seen that the offline brand personality has more strong and average rated 
dimensions than weak and nonexistent ones. 
 
Both the online and offline brand personality frameworks include the dimensions excitement 
and sophistication. Here it was found that the online sophistication dimension is a better 
match than the offline description, while the offline dimension excitement is a better match 
than the online version of it.  
 
If looking at only one of the frameworks, the offline framework is preferable since it has a 
higher degree of adjectives chosen to describe the brand personality. This framework also 
includes the dimension with the strongest perceived connection to the brand personality. Even 
if differences between the two frameworks occur, they are not large enough to motivate the 
exclusion of one or the other framework. As earlier stated, not only the chosen adjectives 
describe the brand personality, but also the not chosen adjectives. If a pattern can be seen in 
adjectives and dimensions not chosen, this is equally important.  
 
Based on the findings, the following conclusions are drawn: 

• To describe the offline brand personality of a company, the offline brand personality 
framework has a better fit.  

• The offline brand personality of the brand can mainly be seen as competent and 
competitive. 

• That keywords featured in a dimension have almost perfect fit does not mean that the 
dimension as a whole is a good description of the offline brand personality. As an 
example, the offline excitement dimension, seen in table 5, contains the adjective up-
to-date which was seen as an almost perfect fit, but the dimension as a whole was not 
seen as a fit with the brand personality.  

• More than one brand personality dimension can be seen as a strong fit with the offline 
brand personality.  
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6.2. RQ2: How can the online personality of a brand’s website be 
described? 
When looking at the online brand personality, it was found that the brand personality 
dimensions match the online brand personality with varying degrees. Online, a brand can be 
described by using the dimensions from the two frameworks and putting them into groups 
depending on their degree of match with the brand’s online personality. We divided the 
degree of match into four groups: strong, average, weak and nonexistent. 
 
There are no brand personality dimensions which show a strong connection to the online 
brand personality of the company. The highest scoring dimension was rated average, and it 
was competitive. Affection and the offline excitement dimension were also rated average. The 
online brand personality can therefore be described using the dimensions competitive, 
affection and the offline exciting dimension, but the low percentages make the online brand 
personality more diffuse. Even though, the keywords up-to-date (retrieved from the offline 
excitement dimension) and intelligent (retrieved from the competence dimension) were 
perceived as an almost perfect fit, the dimensions themselves were not perceived as a strong 
fit. 
 
The rest of the brand personality dimensions were rated weak or nonexistent. The dimensions 
rated weak were: competence, both of the sophistication dimensions, the offline excitement 
dimension and sincerity. These are a majority in the perceived online brand personality. The 
offline excitement dimension was rated as average, while the online excitement dimension 
was rated very weak. In the case of describing the online brand personality by using 
excitement, the offline version was perceived to fit better with the brand’s online personality. 
A difference was observed when looking at the sophistication dimensions. As with the 
excitement dimension, the offline version of sophistication had the better fit with the brand’s 
online personality, but the difference was smaller. 
 
The nonexistent are ruggedness and popularity. The fact that the ruggedness dimension was 
nonexistent was not as surprising as the fact that popularity was not perceived to be a 
description of the brand’s online personality. Popularity consists of both popular and unique, 
two traits which should be favorable for the company to be associated with. In combination 
with no strong, and few average, this indicates that the company fails to communicate a clear 
brand personality online. 
 
Table 11 shows how each brand personality dimension was rated as a match to the online 
brand personality.  
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                   Table 11: Online Brand Personality of Sony Ericsson 
Degree of match Brand Personality 

Dimension – Online 
Strong - 

 
Average Competitive  

Affection  
Excitement (offline) 
 

Weak Competence 
Sophistication (offline) 
Excitement (online) 
Sophistication (online)  
Sincerity  
 

Nonexistent  Ruggedness  
Popularity  
 

 
Each of the brand personality dimensions are shown in table 11, according to their degree of 
match to the brand’s website. It can be seen that the online brand personality has more weak 
and nonexistent dimensions than strong and average ones. 
 
The adjectives chosen to match the online brand personality were few and that can be seen as 
that it was difficult to find adjectives that described the brand’s website. The online 
experience was short and intensive for the respondents, and the impression were affected by 
the tremendous amounts of information. When looking at the offline brand personality, one 
can reflect based on previous knowledge and experiences of the brand. The respondents 
looking at the online brand personality had to create a perception of the brand personality of 
the website in a short period of time.  
 
The online brand personality for this brand is perceived more negative than positive. This 
could also be related to the intensity of the website experience, especially in terms of 
information amounts.  
 
Based on the findings, we can draw the following conclusions:  

• To describe the online brand personality of a company, the online brand personality 
framework has a better fit.  

• The harder a website is to navigate, the less positive its impression. 
• If keywords featured in a dimension have an almost perfect fit, it does not mean that 

the dimension as a whole needs to be a good description of the online brand 
personality. As an example, the competence dimension, seen in table 7, contains the 
adjective intelligent which was seen as an almost perfect fit, but the dimension as a 
whole was not seen as a fit with the brand personality. 

• The adjective “indoorsy” can be used additionally to the original frameworks, to 
describe the brand personality.  
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6.3. Implications and Recommendations 
In this section the implications and recommendations will be discussed. We will present 
implications for theory, implications for practitioners and finally implications for future 
research. 
 

6.3.1. Implications for Theory 
The purpose of this thesis was to gain a better understanding of how consumers perceive 
online versus offline brand personality. We explored how consumers perceive brand 
personalities in both the offline and online environment. Table 12 shows an overview of the 
brand personality, offline and online. 
 

  Table 12: Offline and Online Brand Personality of Sony Ericsson 
Degree of match Brand Personality 

Dimension - Offline 
Brand Personality 
Dimension – Online 

Strong Competence  
Competitive  
 

- 
 

Average Popularity  
Sophistication (online)  
Sophistication (offline) 
Excitement (offline)  
 

Competitive  
Affection  
Excitement (offline) 
 

Weak Sincerity  
Excitement (online)  
Affection 
 

Competence 
Sophistication (offline) 
Excitement (online) 
Sophistication (online)  
Sincerity  
 

Nonexistent  Ruggedness  
 

Ruggedness  
Popularity  
 

 
In table 12 it is shown how each of the brand personality dimensions are rated according to 
their degree of match to the offline and online brand personality. We found that the overall 
picture of the Sony Ericsson brand personality was different compared to its online brand 
personality. The offline brand personality was stronger and easier to get a clear picture of with 
the existing theory. The online brand personality was weaker and more diffuse. Because of 
missing negative adjectives and dimensions to describe the online brand personality with, it 
was hard to get data on that. Both the positive and negative sides of the personality need to be 
covered in order to be able to get a complete picture of the actual online brand personality.  
 
The online and offline personality of a brand was described to answer research question one 
and research question two and it was found that they could be described using the chosen 
frameworks. The online and offline frameworks fitted best to their own area, but the 
differences were not too large. The online brand personality was harder to describe using 
these frameworks, and therefore it can be seen as a hint that the frameworks might not be 
good enough for the online description. One example is that the framework only includes 
positive adjectives and dimensions. 
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The dimensions excitement and sophistication as in the offline framework were seen as a 
better fit with the online brand personality of Sony Ericsson. The framework developed for 
online use includes the same dimensions but did not match as good as the dimensions in the 
offline framework. 
  
For both of the brand personalities there was a dominating framework. Looking at the offline 
brand personality, our respondents saw the framework developed for offline use as a better fit, 
while the online brand personality was best described using the online brand personality 
framework. 
 
Figure 10 below, shows a visual comparison of the offline and online brand personality. 
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      Figure 10: The offline and online brand personality  

 
In the figure above the online and offline brand personalities of Sony Ericsson are shown 
according to the scale from nonexistent (0) to strong (3) match of the ten different brand 
personality dimensions. The dimensions which are included in both frameworks used in this 
thesis have the addition online or offline within brackets after its name. It shows each of the 
personalities’ strengths, weaknesses and it also shows the similarities and differences between 
them.  
 

6.3.2. Implications for Practitioners 
If the brand tries to communicate the dimensions rated as low or nonexistent, it is not done 
successfully. This is a big potential problem for them, and even more so if the weak and 
nonexistent dimensions are of a very positive character. To have seven out of ten brand 
personality dimensions rated as weak or nonexistent when looking at the online brand 
personality can not be seen as positive in combination with only three average rated ones. A 
vague brand personality makes it harder for brands to differentiate themselves among 
competitors, both online and offline but especially in the online environment.  
 
Organizing the information at websites is crucial for practitioners, as the information can be 
overwhelming. Having too much information on a website makes the visitor confused which 
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can create a less good impression of the brands personality. One example is that the brand 
personality was perceived as messy and unstructured in the case of Sony Ericsson.  
 
Because of the high importance of a fit between customer and the company’s brand 
personality, the brand’s target group should include people who are or aim at being competent 
and competitive according to our results looking at the offline brand personality. When we 
looked at the online brand personality we found the dimensions competitive, affection and 
excitement and the target group should therefore include people who are or aim at being of 
this character.   
 
It is important to think of that an attractive brand personality can not only consist of one 
dimension because of the complexity of a personality. Personalities need to be described more 
as a human being in order to be found attractive by a human being. However, if the 
personality becomes too complex, this can create some confusion among customers. 
 

6.3.3. Implications for Future Research 
Here, the customers view on the brand personality both offline and online was investigated. 
Not investigated was how Sony Ericsson wants to be perceived. Do they want to be perceived 
as more than one brand personality and do they want to have different online and offline 
brand personalities?  
 
Since we only included customers’ views, future research could include the views of the 
company in relation to the customers’ views. Such research could show if the brand 
personality of Sony Ericsson is seen by customers as it was intended to be perceived by Sony 
Ericsson. As stated in chapter one, positioning and the personality of a brand are closely 
linked together. Because of this, only looking at the personality as we did might be 
misleading, and in future research, positioning could be included to get a more complete 
picture of the brand. 
 
Figure 3 from the literature review, concerning the total brand identity, brings up the complete 
package and sees all of the parts of the total brand identity as important. If this would be used, 
a more complete picture might be found. 
 
Our research only included current Sony Ericsson customers, and it might be interesting to see 
if people who do not own a Sony Ericsson mobile phone view Sony Ericsson differently.  One 
possible differentiation might be that the people not owning a Sony Ericsson mobile phone is 
more likely to have a less positive or more unclear view on the brand personality of Sony 
Ericsson.  
 
Does a brand have to have a consistent brand personality, or is it possible to adapt different 
personalities for different products and target groups? For example, the total brand personality 
might not be described using the brand personality dimension ruggedness, but the brand might 
include a certain product which would increase their profit by pleasing a group usually not 
targeted by the company.  
 
There is a lack of negative adjectives describing the brand personality. A real personality 
obviously does not only include positive attributes. Also, frameworks with negative 
alternatives as well would give a deeper and more complex image of the real world. If 
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negative dimensions were to be included in the frameworks, it would help practitioners to 
understand whether they are communicating their brand personality right or wrong. 
 
A need for more dimensions describing the online brand personality is seen. This is because 
of problems with finding appropriate describers of the online brand personality. Future 
research could apply the online brand personality framework developed by Park et al. (2005) 
and see if it could help get a clearer picture of the online brand personality. Another 
alternative could be to try and find new adjectives describing brand personality dimensions. 
 
Since this research was applied to only one company, it would be interesting to see the results 
from another company, i.e. if the results would be similar or very different if it was done in 
the same industry. It would also be interesting to se differences between different industries, 
and perhaps even companies targeting other companies.  
 
As a final implication for future research, it would be interesting to look at how successfully 
the company communicates the brand personality if no brand personality dimensions are 
found that can be rated as strong. Does it mean that the brand has failed to communicate a 
clear brand personality or can this be a goal for the company?  
 
The model developed by Kapferer (1997) which were considered to extensive, with a too 
small part of the model relevant to our research, could be used in a larger study to create a 
larger and perhaps a more clear picture of the role of brand personalities as a part of the total 
brand identity. 
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Appendix A: Interview Guide 

Regarding RQ1: Brand Personality 
1. How long have you had a Sony Ericsson mobile phone?  

 
2. Which of the following brand personality traits would you use to describe the brand 

personality of Sony Ericsson? 
 

• Sincerity:  
Down-to-earth  
Honest  
Wholesome  
Cheerful 
 

• Excitement:  

Daring 

Spirited 

Imaginative 

Up-to-date 
 

• Competence: 

Reliable 

Intelligent 

Successful 
 

• Sophistication:  
Upper-class 
Charming 
 

• Ruggedness: 
Outdoorsy 
Tough 

 

• Sophistication:  
Rational 
Trustworthy 
Upper-class 
Prestigious 
 

• Excitement:  
Sensual 
Assertive 
Humorous 
 

• Affection:  
Likable 
Glamorous 
 

• Popularity: 
Popular 
Unique 
 

• Competence: 
Competitive 
Beneficial 

 

 
 
3. Why do you see these adjectives when thinking of Sony Ericsson? 
 
4. Are there any other terms in which you would describe Sony Ericsson, and why do you 

see these? 
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Regarding RQ2: Brand Personality Online 
 
1. Have you visited the website of Sony Ericsson before? 
 
2. Which of the following brand personality traits would you use to describe the brand 

personality of the Sony Ericsson website?  
 

• Sincerity:  
Down-to-earth  
Honest  
Wholesome  
Cheerful 
 

• Excitement:  

Daring 

Spirited 

Imaginative 

Up-to-date 
 

• Competence: 

Reliable 

Intelligent 

Successful 
 

• Sophistication:  
Upper-class 
Charming 
 

• Ruggedness: 
Outdoorsy 
Tough 

 

• Sophistication:  
Rational 
Trustworthy 
Upper-class 
Prestigious 
 

• Excitement:  
Sensual 
Assertive 
Humorous 
 

• Affection:  
Likable 
Glamorous 
 

• Popularity: 
Popular 
Unique 
 

• Competence: 
Competitive 
Beneficial 

 

 
3. Are there any other terms in which you would describe Sony Ericsson? 
 
4. Why do you see these adjectives when thinking of Sony Ericsson online? 
 
5. How long have you owned a Sony Ericsson mobile phone?  
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Appendix B: Support for the Interviewee 

Sony Ericsson 
 
Imagine that you are at a friends place, and your friend introduces you to another person, this 
person is Sony Ericsson. After a while, we hope that you can describe the personality of Sony 
Ericsson. How do you perceive the personality of Sony Ericsson if you would see it as a 
human? 
 

Down-to-earth   Honest   Wholesome 
Cheerful    Daring   Spirited  
Imaginative  Up-to-date   Reliable  
Intelligent   Successful   Upper class   
Charming   Outdoorsy  Tough 
Rational   Trustworthy  Prestigious  
Sensual   Assertive  Beneficial 
Humorous  Likable  Glamorous 
Popular   Unique  Competitive 
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Sony Ericsson Online 
 
Open www.sonyericsson.se. Find information about the mobile phone, model K550i and 
compare it to another model of your choice. Then test the mobile phone model K550i through 
the “telephone simulator”.   
 
Imagine that the website was done by a person, and how would you describe that person? 

 
Down-to-earth   Honest   Wholesome 
Cheerful    Daring   Spirited  
Imaginative  Up-to-date   Reliable  
Intelligent   Successful   Upper class   
Charming   Outdoorsy  Tough 
Rational   Trustworthy  Prestigious  
Sensual   Assertive  Beneficial 
Humorous  Likable  Glamorous 
Popular   Unique  Competitive 

 

  

http://www.sonyericsson.se/
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